1. Let C denote the set of complex numbers and G the set of Gaussian integers. In this note we prove the following theorem which is a two-dimensional analogue of Theorem 2 in [3] . THEOREM 
If β,yeC, then there exists ueG
such that I β -u 1 < 2 and (27/82 As an illustration of the application of Theorem 1 to complex approximation, we use it to prove the following result. THEOREM 
If θeC is irrational and aeC, a Φ mθ + n where m,neG, then there exist infinitely many pairs of relatively prime integers x,yeG such that
The method of proof of Theorem 2 is due to Niven [6] . Also in [7] , Niven uses Theorem 1 to obtain a more general result concerning complex approximation by nonhomogeneous linear forms.
Alternatively, Theorem 2 may be obtained as a consequence of a theorem of Hlawka [5] . This was done by Eggan [2] 
Then Theorem 1 may be stated as follows. and each of radius \\V 2 . Each of these circles contains a lattice point no matter how R(k) is displaced in the plane. In this case, u x and u 2 correspond to these lattice points. For k < τ/ll/32, R(k) contains the circle with center at (0, 0) and radius l/l/ 2 . In this case, u x = u 2 corresponds to a lattice point in this circle. Finally if τ/ll/32 ^ fc ^ l/i/"2~ #(fc) contains a region described by Sawyer [8] which always contains a lattice point no matter how it is displaced and u x = u 2 corresponds to a lattice point in this region.
4.
We turn now to the proof of Theorem 1'. As above, for given 6, c e C, introduce a coordinate system so that b has coordinate (0, 0) and b + c has coordinates (fc, 0) where k = \c\. Then if UGC has coordinates (x, y),
Suppose that \c\ = k> 1/l/ΊΓ. Hence
Using (4) and (2), we have To prove Theorem 2, we require a well-known result of Ford [4] which states that for any irrational Θ eC, there exist infinitely many pairs of relatively prime h, keG such that (6) \k{kθ -h)\ < 1/vΊΓ:
For θ and a is in the statement of Theorem 2, choose h, k satisfying (6) and let teG be such that \t -ka\ ^ 1/vΊΓ. Since / & and fc are relatively prime, there exist r, seG such that rh -sk = t and hence (7) I rh -sk -ka | ^ 1/vΊF . Hence if | β -71 < l/H/8 we have, using Theorem 1 and (6),
If \β -71 ^ τ/11/8 , using Theorem 1 and (7), we have
Thus for each pair h, k satisfying (6) we have a solution in G of (8) \x(xθ-y-a)\<ll2.
To show that there are infinitely many solutions to (8), we note that since | β -u \ < 2 and a Φ mθ + n, m,neG, we have with the use of (6).
If there are only a finite number of solutions of (8), let M be the minimum of | xθ -y -a \ for these solutions. Then from (9), for every h, k satisfying (6) we have \k\ < 2/(τ/3ilf) and Printed at Kokusai Bunken Insatsusha (International Academic Printing Co., Ltd.), No. 6, 2-chome, Fujimi-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
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